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The Fret Dimensions is the most accurate fretboard dimensioning software available. It covers guitar sizes from 4/4 octave
fretboards to 12/12 string bases. Fret Dimensions is friendly to the traditionalist and the spreadsheet programmer alike. It's the
easiest way to dimension guitar frets. A new, intuitive, and user-friendly interface has been added since the last upgrade. Fret
Dimensions 2.0 still contains all the great features that made it a popular choice. Whether you’re building a fretboard to your
specifications or designing your guitar’s fretboard, fret Dimensions can handle it. By simply choosing a size fretboard from the
selection list, Fret Dimensions will calculate the relevant fretboard dimensions. For those of you who prefer a more traditional
method, fret Dimensions offers the following tools: Calculate Length of String Calculate Width of String Calculate Strings on
Fretboard Fretboard Dimensions Calculate Neck Length, Width, and Depth Degree of Neck Trussing Strings on Fretboard
Dimensions Calculate Fretboard Width Calculate Fretboard Length Fretboard Center to End Degree of Neck Trussing Calculate
Offset from Frets Offset of Fret from Bridge (depends on string length) Calculate Center to Ring Calculate Neck Width Calculate
Neck Depth Calculate Offset from Neck Calculate Center to End Calculate Center to Bridge Calculate Center to Offset Offset of
Frets Bridge Dimensions Fret Dimensions is a useful design solutionl for guitar builders. Craftsmen will appreciate the instant
measurement display, which updates each time a new fretboard length is selected. Complete with an intuitive interface, it's
extremely easy to use. Stringed instrument designers will find it more efficient than traditional calculation methods. Nut to
bridge lengths can range from 100 mm to 1000 mm, providing the required interval measurements for virtually every
fretboard design. Engineered for the highest accuracy in stringed instrument fretboard marking, you can't build without it.
Limitations: ￭ 5 days trial Fret Dimensions Description: The Fret Dimensions is the most accurate fretboard dimensioning
software available. It covers guitar sizes from 4/4 octave fretboards to 12/12 string bases. Fret Dimensions is friendly to the
traditionalist and the spreadsheet programmer

Fret Dimensions License Keygen [32|64bit]

Measure and calculate fretboard lengths and spacings in micro inches or millimeters. Differentiated from other fretboard
applications, Strings! calculates not the nuts, saddle, bridge and body, but nut to saddle, saddle to bridge and bridge to nut
measurement. This allows the user to calculate the actual fretboard length without the potential for calculation errors
introduced by normal applications. The application calculates the fretboard length in several ways: 1) By string length. 2) By
string position. 3) By fret spacing. 4) By string finger spacing. These options allow users to produce either side of the fretboard.
The most accurate calculations are produced by using all four of the options, but it is perfectly acceptable to use more than
one. Additionally, fretboard lengths can range from 100 mm to 1000 mm with the highest accuracy available. And with this
application, fretboard dimensions can be automatically updated to automatically display when the fretboard is selected.
Precision measurements are reflected in detail in the display and are easy to record. Even as accurate as the multiple options
of applications like Fret Dimensions Serial Key are, they are limited in their precision. In this application, accurate
measurements are available, but it is not necessary for accurate fretboard design. Moreover, it is a convenient calculator and
is much more efficient than other applications. It is easy to use. What's New: - Minor update Key Features: ● Very accurate and
easy to use fretboard calculator ● Accurate measurements available in all 14 positions ● Super easy to use ● Accurate
fretboard dimensions available in all 1000 mm ● References available for all positions. ● Fretboard dimensions can be
displayed as the fretboard is selected. ● Can choose between linear or logarithmic scales ● Widely adopted measurements
within the industry. ● Easily readable and easy to use. ● Can generate full fretboard, half fretboard and half fret spacing ●
Works well with frets, strings, and frets/strings. ● Original and famous brands in the guitar world: Schecter, Floyd Rose, and
Jackson. ● Measurements available to 5 decimal places. ● Used by guitarists and builders in all countries. ● Tri-Axial and
circular fretboard models available. ● Generate fretboard, half fretboard, half fret spacing or distances in half and whole steps
from 0 to 100,000 mm. ● Includes multipliers. ● Strings! F b7e8fdf5c8
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Fret Dimensions is the only software that instantly calculates fretboard length and nut to bridge measurements needed for
fretboard engraving. What are users saying about it: ￭ 5 days trial. Introduction: Fret Dimensions is a useful design solution for
guitar builders. Craftsmen will appreciate the instant measurement display, which updates each time a new fretboard length is
selected. Complete with an intuitive interface, it's extremely easy to use. Stringed instrument designers will find it more
efficient than traditional calculation methods. Nut to bridge lengths can range from 100 mm to 1000 mm, providing the
required interval measurements for virtually every fretboard design. Engineered for the highest accuracy in stringed
instrument fretboard marking, you can't build without it. Limitations: ￭ 5 days trial Disclaimer: The information contained on
this website is for educational purpose only. The product is not intended as a replacement for professional guitar repair.
Features: ￭ 5 days trial. Fret Dimensions Description: Fret Dimensions is the only software that instantly calculates fretboard
length and nut to bridge measurements needed for fretboard engraving. What are users saying about it: ￭ 5 days trial.
Introduction: Fret Dimensions is a useful design solution for guitar builders. Craftsmen will appreciate the instant measurement
display, which updates each time a new fretboard length is selected. Complete with an intuitive interface, it's extremely easy
to use. Stringed instrument designers will find it more efficient than traditional calculation methods. Nut to bridge lengths can
range from 100 mm to 1000 mm, providing the required interval measurements for virtually every fretboard design.
Engineered for the highest accuracy in stringed instrument fretboard marking, you can't build without it. Limitations: ￭ 5 days
trial The product is in Beta Version. All the images are taken directly from the official website, Fret Dimensions *Fret
Dimensions is created and maintained by: - M.P. Serra. - Bart Segers. - Manu B. - Gozer M. - Günther F. *Copyright 2012 Life as
a Guitar Builder. - M.P. Serra - Bart Segers - Manu B. - Günther F. - Gozer M. -

What's New in the Fret Dimensions?

￭ Measure and display frets, fretboard width, neck width, nut width, saddle width, nut height, and bridge height ￭ Incorporate
custom fretboard shapes with ease ￭ Easy to learn, simple to use, and intuitive interface ￭ Automatically saves notes to a
custom database ￭ Fast, accurate calculations ￭ Measure and display frets, fretboard width, neck width, nut width, saddle
width, nut height, bridge height ￭ Identify potential problems, calculate measurements for maximum accuracy ￭ Precise frets,
strings, and keypad ￭ Easily enter custom or industry measurements ￭ Works in concert with Fretboard Express! ￭ Save notes
to a custom database ￭ Automatically saves notes to a custom database ￭ Re-sizes over 100,000 designs including exotic
fretboard shapes ￭ Measure and display frets, fretboard width, neck width, nut width, saddle width, nut height, bridge height ￭
Fast, accurate calculations ￭ Precise frets, strings, and keypad ￭ Includes a full featured tutor that teaches you how to use the
program ￭ Works in concert with Fretboard Express! ￭ Runs on Windows XP or higher, and includes 8-screen tutorial video ￭
Easy to learn, simple to use, and intuitive interface ￭ Incorporate custom fretboard shapes with ease ￭ Easy to learn, simple to
use, and intuitive interface ￭ Precise fretboard measurement software that can be used as a stand alone application, or works
in concert with Fretboard Express! Key Features: ￭ Measure and display frets, fretboard width, neck width, nut width, saddle
width, nut height, bridge height ￭ Incorporate custom fretboard shapes with ease ￭ Automatically saves notes to a custom
database ￭ Fast, accurate calculations ￭ Easily enter custom or industry measurements ￭ Precise frets, strings, and keypad ￭
Includes a full featured tutor that teaches you how to use the program ￭ Works in concert with Fretboard Express! ￭ Re-sizes
over 100,000 designs including exotic fretboard shapes ￭ Measure and display
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System Requirements For Fret Dimensions:

Windows 10: OS: 64-bit 64-bit Processor: Any x64-compatible processor Any x64-compatible processor Memory: 6 GB RAM 6
GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTX560 (2GB VRAM or better) NVIDIA Geforce GTX560 (2GB VRAM or better) DirectX:
Version 11 Version 11 Storage: 75 GB available space 75 GB available space Other: Windows 7, 8, 8.1: 64-bit
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